WARNING – INFORMATION – CORONA VIRUS!!!
Please comply with the following rules!
Due to the current situation to protect the public from the corona virus, temporary legal regulations
apply in Germany and thus also in Emden. It is crucial that these are followed by everyone.
The aim is to reduce social contact so that the virus cannot spread.


Therefore, it is important that you restrict yourself to necessary interaction and stay at home
as much as possible. Do not go visiting and do not receive any visitors.



Keep a minimum distance of at least 1.50 meters in public areas



Presence in public areas is only allowed alone, with one other person or in the company of
the members of one’s own household members.



The commute to work, keeping necessary appointments, individual sport and exercise in
the fresh air remain possible, provided the above conditions are met.



Celebrations in groups - even privately - are not allowed, nor are meetings in leisure and
sports facilities, churches, mosques, synagogues or any other institutions.



Closed: all retail shops and municipal organizations, as well as children's playgrounds,
swimming pools, gyms, casinos, cafés, etc.



Restaurants and snack shops are closed for guests, only take away and delivery services
are allowed.



Open: Supermarkets for food, pharmacies, medical practices, gas stations and banks.

Not complying with the rules may result in penalties from the regulatory authorities.

You have certainly learnt how fast the virus spreads and how life-threatening it is already. More
information is available on the homepage of the city of Emden, in other languages too.
www.emden.de
If you have symptoms that may indicate a corona virus infection, please contact the public health
department using the online form. The form can be found in different languages.


Also, doctor appointments are only recommended in urgent cases after prior telephone
contact.

If you are concerned or need help, then use the city of Emden helpline. Phone 04921 / 87 19 84

Please help us and respect the rules and further instructions that may follow, because you
will not only protect yourself, but all people in our city!!!

